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NEX-METHOD STILL THE BEST PRACTICE? ESTIMATING INTERNAL TUBE LENGTH TO PREDICT THE IDEAL
TIP POSITION OF A NASOGASTRIC TUBE: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
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Rationale: A correct position of nasogastric tubes in the stomach is essential to minimize complications such as reflux and aspiration
of tube feeding in the lungs. The NEX-method (nasal tip - earlobe - xiphoid process) is widely used to estimate the insertion length.
Several observational or retrospective studies revealed that this method is probably unreliable[1]. Already in 1979 Hanson suggested to
use a formula (NEX x 0,38696) + 30,37 cm to pursue correct positioning[2]. This study compares the use of that formula with the use
of the NEX-method in adults.
Methods: A 9-month RCT was conducted in a Belgian general hospital. External measurement to define the internal tube length was
performed by two specialized nutrition support nurses. During the study, two different methods were used to define the internal tube
length: NEX-method and (NEX x 0,38696) + 30,37 cm. After (re)positioning, 183 tubes were eligible to be assessed through X-ray by
3 radiologists. The ideal tube position was defined as a tube placed with the tip 3 cm or more beyond the LES (= lower esophageal
sphincter)[1].
Results: There is no significant difference between the NEX-method and (NEX x 0,38696) + 30,37 cm to become an ideal tip
position into the stomach. In respectively 20,2% and 22,6% of the patients, ideal tip positioning was underestimated (too close to the
LES or even not beyond the LES). In the NEX-group was an overestimation of the tube length to be inserted. In 17,2% of the patients
tip position was located more than 10 cm beyond the LES.
Conclusion: Unlike earlier research, (NEX x 0,38696) + 30,37 cm does not result in a better positioning of the tube into the stomach
with the tip 3 cm or more beyond the LES as a benchmark. Further research is needed to determine which theoretical concept of
length determination is applicable in order to insert the tube to the appropriate length into the stomach.
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